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From: 
            

        	
            	
						

						
						
                        Posted: Sunday 24th of Jun 09:20                         

                        
                    	
                         
                    
	

	
							Hello Math experts ! I am a novice  at nonlinear equation.pdf. I seem to understand the lectures in the class  well, but when I begin  to solve the  problems at home myself, I commit errors . Does anyone know of any resource  where I can get my  solutions checked before submitting them for grading? Or any resource where I can get to see a step by step answer ?
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            Registered: 06.07.2001

	    
From: Bulgaria
            

        	
            	
						

						
						
                        Posted: Monday 25th of Jun 17:50                         

                        
                    	
                         
                    
	

	
							I know how  annoying  it can be if you are having problems  with nonlinear equation.pdf.  It’s a bit hard to  help you out without more information  of your  requirements.  But if you can’t afford  a tutor, then why not just use some software and see if it helps . There are so many  programs out there, but one you should  try out  would be  Algebrator.  It is pretty  helpful  plus it is not expensive .
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            Registered: 16.04.2003

	    
From: the wastelands between insomnia and clairvoyance
            

        	
            	
						

						
						
                        Posted: Monday 25th of Jun 20:25                         

                        
                    	
                         
                    
	

	
							Algebrator did help my son to have high  marks in Math . Good thing we found this great  software  because I  think it did not only help him to have high  marks in his assignments  but also helped  him in his  quizzes since the software  helped in explaining the process of  answering the problem by  displaying the solution.
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            Registered: 19.10.2002

	    
From: Vancouver, Canada
            

        	
            	
						

						
						
                        Posted: Tuesday 26th of Jun 13:52                         

                        
                    	
                         
                    
	

	
							Algebrator is a    great   software  and is  certainly  worth a try. You will   find  lot of  interesting  stuff there. I use it as reference software for my math problems and can say  that it has made learning math much more fun .
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